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The New African 
Cape Town and London, 1962-70 

 
Promoting  

‘the advance of a united Africa  
and the liberation of its southern peoples’ 

 
Beginnings 
 
To many hoping for change in our continent 1960 was ‘Africa Year’, with many colonies 
becoming independent, as reflected in Harold Macmillan’s ‘wind of change’ speech in 
Cape Town on 3 February 1960. Africa was on the move towards a democratic future and 
in South Africa the ‘positive action campaign’ of the Pan Africanist Congress brought the 
first hope of a ‘wind of change’ that would blow away the country’s legacy of racial 
oppression. On 21 March 1960 there were police shootings at Sharpeville and Langa. The 
peaceful march into Cape Town on 29 March led by Philip Kgosana of the PAC was a 
factor leading to the brief abrogation of the Pass Laws. For a few days change seemed 
possible.  A State of Emergency, with mass detentions, followed on 30 March 1960. The 
Verwoerd government proscribed the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist 
Congress and detained hundreds of political activists, including the first Liberal Party 
members thus to be gaoled, temporarily blighting the process of political change. 

Green shoots soon appeared on the seemingly moribund body politic outside the 
whites-only parliament. Among the newest of these was the germination of the radical 
ideas of a group of young Liberals who saw the events of 1960 as a turning point towards 
the non-racial democratic South Africa which was our goal. We also saw the need for a 
magazine aimed at opening up debate and spreading the word about the new Africa. The 
New African – subtitled ‘the radical monthly’ – was founded to speak for this new Africa, 
a newly born concept to analyse, report on and rejoice in. It also looked ahead to the 
ultimate collapse of white-racial supremacist strategies and the dawn of non-racial 
democracy in South Africa.  

A secondary motive was to encourage fellow Liberals to look northwards to the 
rest of Africa and to attract writers and critics in Africa – and in South Africa itself – 
towards the radical South African Liberal position, and thus break the Communist 
monopoly. This was the Cold War and we were partisans in it. 

Randolph Vigne had since 1959 been Literary Editor of Contact, the Liberal Party 
supporting, fortnightly news magazine and he yearned for more space for books and the 
arts than the editor-proprietor Patrick Duncan could allow. Vigne, convinced of the need 
for a review unshackled from news reporting, talked to close friends with whom he 
planned this new voice ‘to inform people about South Africa in particular and Africa in 
general’. 

His co-founders were three. Neville Rubin, Lecturer in African Government and 
Law at the University of Cape Town and former student leader both in South Africa and 
internationally, became co-editor with Vigne. James Currey had newly arrived from 
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England to join the publishing staff of Oxford University Press in Cape Town. Currey’s 
proposal of ‘The New African’ won over Rubin’s mildly punning ‘Insight’.  Currey was 
to design the magazine and get it printed for all but the last of its eight years and to 
contribute early first-hand reports on the new Africa, based on his travels in western, 
central and southern Africa while working for OUP. Timothy Holmes completed the 
editorial board; he had come from Natal to read Law at the University of Cape Town 
after graduating at Trinity College, Oxford. Caught up in the PAC campaign in March 
1960 he abandoned UCT and, after those heady days, took over the management of 
Contact and later the editorship when Patrick Duncan, paralysed by a banning order and 
the confiscation of his passport, set up a base in the mountains of Lesotho. 

Neville Rubin quickly put together a business plan, organized an infant 
administration, and established a company to publish The New African. On 5 September 
1961 Rubin, as company secretary, set up Insight Publications (Pty) Ltd. with R500 share 
capital in R1 shares. Rubin, Vigne, Currey and Holmes were joined as directors by Neil 
Ross, a Liberal Party activist, and Victor Benjamin, recruited to the Party from the 
‘Citizen’ group, one of many breakaways from the Trotskyite Unity Movement. 

Among the thirty shareholders were many leading Liberals including Patrick 
Duncan. Although he was as outspoken against communism as against apartheid, in 
March 1961 he had been banned under the Suppression of Communism Act, which was 
characteristic of the double-speak of the Afrikaner Nationalist government. His accounts 
of clandestine visits to the new Africa had fed the enthusiasms of The New African 
editorial team.  

We began in the Rubins’ house in pre-Group Areas unsegregated Wynberg.  
Harold Head, a newly joined Liberal from Johannesburg, managed administration and 
circulation. Rubin and Vigne shared editorial work between Wynberg and the Vignes’ 
home, Clifton House.  For a whole week-end each month, in a flurry of Cowgum and 
Letraset, Currey designed the headings and pasted up the galley proofs which the editors 
had accumulated.  

The New African Volume 1 No 1 was published in January 1962. The first 
subscribers were drawn from our Liberal Party circle. Among the people who took the 
cautious option of a six-month subscription was Alan Paton, of thrifty Scots descent. He 
also contributed to our second issue an 1800-word review of Chief Luthuli’s Let My 
People Go. Both the book and the review were a clarion call to the non-racial liberalism 
for which both men strove. Paton, though royalties were flooding in from Cry, the 
Beloved Country (1948) and Too Late the Phalarope (1953), paid us the compliment of 
requiring payment for the review, albeit at our usual low rate. Contributors were always 
paid, though the four founders wrote copiously without payment - leaders, articles and 
reviews -- often under pseudonyms. 

Contributors to those early issues were mostly South Africans, with a few from 
Britain and only three from elsewhere: the Revd Ndabaningi Sithole, founder of ZANU 
and later a bitter enemy of Robert Mugabe; an extract in English from a South African 
novel My Son and I by the now celebrated Swedish writer Sara Lidman; and Dr A.P. 
Zwane, president of the Swaziland Progressive Party, on the British constitutional 
proposals of the day.  Zwane pleaded that his country ‘be spared the disasters which have 
soured the relations between race-conscious countries of southern Africa’. 
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The ‘locals’ are names still honoured in the South African liberal hall of fame: Dr 
Anthony Barker, Zululand mission doctor and author of the classic The Man Next to Me; 
Terence Beard, political scientist of Fort Hare and Rhodes Universities, later a banned 
person; the Revd Arthur Blaxall, founder at Roodepoort of the first school for blind 
Africans, briefly imprisoned in his seventies: Dennis Brutus, poet and campaigner for 
non-racial Olympics; Patrick Cullinan, poet and biographer of the heroic Colonel Robert 
Jacob Gordon; Anthony Delius, whose Cape Times column had much about the new 
Africa; C.J. Driver, poet and novelist, student leader and headmaster to be; David Evans, 
NCL/ARM prisoner, novelist; Colin Legum who with the Hon. David Astor had made 
the London Observer the outstanding source of news on the new Africa; Todd 
Matshikiza, composer of the music for King Kong, the breakthrough African musical of 
the day; the Pretoria journalist Peter Motsoane; Arthur Maimane and Lewis Nkosi, 
novelists to be and journalists on Drum magazine which was known as Jim Bailey’s ‘nest 
of singing birds’; Bailey himself contributed a harsh but haunting little poem ‘The 
Khoisan People’ in September 1962; Edward Roux, Communist convert to liberalism, 
author of Time Longer than Rope; Patrick van Rensburg, former South African Consul in 
Kinshasa who became a Liberal leader and a founder of the Anti-Apartheid Movement in 
London. And a few names from different scenes like Alf Wannenburg, left-wing author, 
and Fr. Colin B. Collins, senior Roman Catholic education official. 

While distancing our views from those expressed by the Communist-dominated 
ANC and its allies in the Congress movement, we wished to give them a hearing though, 
in Rubin’s phrase, ‘from the organ grinders, not the monkeys’. Professor H.J. Simons, 
‘African studies’ academic, was the South African Communist Party theoretician. There 
were the heavyweight Soviet Africanists I. Potekhin and A.B. Davidson, historian of the 
Boer War.  Albie Sachs was a political defence lawyer who after 1994 became a 
Constitutional Court judge. We might not like it but we were all, despite many common 
purposes, forced to take sides in the Cold War.  
 
Into the new Africa 
 
The magazine’s character, largely English-speaking South African and liberal, was 
forward looking in the post-Sharpeville time of hope, and original in its commingling of 
culture and politics. Facts were looked at freshly and ‘bliss was it in that dawn to be 
alive’. But it was only from the middle of 1962 that the ‘new Africa’ really found its way 
into our pages. Ezekiel (later Es’kia) Mphahlele, the celebrated South African author of 
Down Second Avenue, was known to Vigne while Literary Editor of Contact. Zeke 
Mphahlele had been the first to chair the writers’ and artists’ Mbari Club in Nigeria and 
had now become director of the African service of the Congress for Cultural Freedom 
(CCF).  He invited Vigne to a conference of  ‘African writers of English expression’ to 
be held at Makerere University College in Uganda in June 1962. It was being organized 
by the Mbari Club of Ibadan in association with the Kampala journal Transition, with the 
sponsorship of the CCF in Paris. Vigne could not leave South Africa however because, 
with no explanation, renewal of his passport was refused – an early case in the crackdown 
on white liberals active across the colour line. Neville Rubin’s passport was valid so he 
became The New African’s delegate at the conference.  
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Rubin’s inspired networking at this landmark conference brought to the magazine 
a wave of the new writers of Africa. He solicited an article, followed by a story, from 
James Ngugi, a young man as yet unpublished outside Kenya. Later, as Ngugi wa 
Thiong’o, he became the flagbearer of a new assertive literary culture for East Africa. 
Among others were Gabriel Okara, Nigerian poet and novelist, who was to be published 
by André Deutsch. Jonathan Kariara, Kenyan poet, was soon to manage the Nairobi 
office of Oxford University Press and persuade them to start the literary journal Zuka. 
M.F. Dei-Anang was a well-established Ghanaian poet, playwright and novelist. The 
most striking of the new intake was playwright and novelist Wole Soyinka, Nobel literary 
laureate in years to come. Soyinka’s hilarious poem ‘Telephone Conversation’ had 
already been accepted by the august Times Literary Supplement in London. Neville 
Rubin and Wole Soyinka agreed that it was a harmless pleasure if readers of The New 
African saw it first.  

Also at the conference was Ulli Beier, hyperactive impresario of the emerging 
writers and artists. In October 1962 we ran his illustrated review of Mbari’s exhibition of 
the young Sudanese Ibrahim El-Salahi (in 2013 Salahi had the distinction of an exhibition 
at the Tate Modern in London). It was all a great move towards fulfilling our aims of 
introducing the excitement of the new Africa to South Africa. 

Rubin reported in the July 1962 issue on the debates at Makerere about ‘the 
difference between the rounded West African novel, with its emphasis on the clash 
between traditional and modern cultures, and the socially committed, almost narrative, 
writing that has come out of South and East Africa’. The sharpest division he found was 
‘between those who felt that there ought to be something specifically African about 
African writing and those who believed that it should simply be seen as part of the 
general body of English literature’. The ‘shared view’  -- by the magazine too – was that, 
based on experience, idiom and imagery, African writing ‘could only have been found in 
Africa’. 

In the August 1962 issue Mphahlele recorded the first anniversary of the Mbari 
Writers’ and Artists’ Club in Ibadan, Nigeria which had started in June 1961 with funds 
from the Congress for Cultural Freedom, ‘an international organization in Paris which 
encourages the arts, literature, music and scholarship all over the world’. The Makerere 
conference was intended to make Mbari ‘an African rather than just a Nigerian 
institution’, and other events it sponsored displayed Mbari as ‘a non-racial centre with a 
mixed ordinary membership’. He mentioned in particular the ‘Mbari Publication project 
to publish good African writing which, for commercial and “aesthetic” reasons would not 
be taken by big publishing houses.’ The New African became the agent in South Africa 
for these pioneering books with new authors like Soyinka, J.P. Clark, Kofi Awoonor and 
Okigbo. Awoonor, novelist and poet, was later Ghana’s permanent representative at the 
UN and chairman of its committee against apartheid in the 1990s. He lived on into a no-
longer-new, very different Africa and died tragically in the Nairobi shopping mall terror 
attack in September 2013.  Of course the two South African titles, A Walk in the Night by 
Alex La Guma and Sirens Knuckles Boots by Dennis Brutus, were banned.    

The New African only just managed to survive the first six months with the small 
subscription income plus our own subventions. Through that meeting at Makerere we 
were introduced to the Farfield Foundation, whose grants in 1963 enabled us to afford the 
cost of a small office in Parliament Chambers opposite the whites only parliament and 
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full of barristers of all political hues. It was on the same floor as the Liberal Party while 
the Contact office and boardroom on the top floor had been for some years the meeting 
point of young active Liberals at the Cape. The building was the natural place for The 
New African to set up an office. Thanks to Farfield we were enabled to pay contributors 
reasonably, employ a very part-time office manager and, most crucially, deal with the 
printer’s bills. We ourselves took no salaries or fees. 
 
 
The South African context  
 
Our corps of writers in South Africa grew larger and stronger. Did we notice, in those 
pre-feminist days, that so few were women? Bessie Head contributed as short-story 
writer, poet and even art critic. Her review was less than kind to the first showing in the 
Contact boardroom of paintings by the now celebrated Gladys Mgudlandlu. Margaret 
Roberts, later married to Colin Legum, was a champion of our cause as a widely 
employed but still unsung campaigner from her days at Rhodes University.  

The closest to the founding four were two regulars:  Peter Rodda’s ‘Peter Cod’ 
column was loved for its sardonic humour by most, and loathed by a few;  Robin 
Farquharson’s monthly ‘Africana’ reproduced unintentional gems from the South African 
press liberally provided by the absurdities of  apartheid. These two humorists were not 
the only activists who tragically died in exile from problems which stemmed partly from 
their struggles in apartheid South Africa.  

Vigne himself contributed an unsigned column ‘Words Word Words’ which 
monthly made serendipitous connections often about South African history.  These 
columns set out to entertain and prompted readers to pick up and glance through The New 
African on arrival in the post– assuming the Special Branch allowed.  

At times there was nothing to do but laugh at the legalistic contortions of 
apartheid policy which provided such rich material for satire.  Robin Farquarson was 
himself the amanuensis for ‘That time I jolled in Fordsburg’. Pierre L. van den Berghe, a 
Fleming from the Congo, produced an analysis by the Honourable Minister Makatini of 
‘The Pinko Problem’. 

The two books published by Insight - The Dominee and the Dom-pas by Mary-
Ann Wall and The Day Natal Took Off by Anthony Delius - were satirical.  Tony Delius 
pointed up the tribal antics of the English in Natal; this farce transferred into real news in 
early 1963 with the ‘Natal Stand’. The Manager of the Cape Times Printers started to 
read the running sheets, panicked and added to the farce by stopping the press. Tony 
Delius asked Vigne to save the publication and Insight had it printed by Pioneer Press.  

Where but in The New African could one have found a thoughtful reminiscence 
by a recently released ‘Immorality Act’ convict?  Anonymously, in ‘Thoughts on my 
crime’ (April 1962), John Rudd, a brilliant young associate of the Oppenheimers in De 
Beers, captured the spirit of that extraordinary time when inter-racial sex was a penal 
offence. 

Non-racialism, our constant theme, was of course the antithesis of Dr Verwoerd’s 
master plan for a new South Africa under a perpetual Afrikaner-led white domination. 
We ended our first year with a leader announcing the new threat we were facing: the 
General Law Amendment Act (1962) foreshadowed doom. Among its many draconic 
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enactments, it would enable the government to demand a R10,000 deposit from us, to be 
forfeited if we were banned under the Suppression of Communism Act (1950), applied 
whether its victims were communists or anti-communists. The leader recognized this 
action against us as but ‘a minor addition to the mounting total of wrong’ and 
insignificant ‘compared to the daily, hourly assaults on the dignity and personality of 
many millions of South Africans under apartheid’. We wrote that radicals under threat 
‘must find ways of continuing their work in spite of the Government’s attempts to stop 
them’. And we did so. The lawyer Rubin came up with a canny answer. He spotted that 
the Act only applied to publications which published a minimum of twelve issues a year. 
We reduced to ten issues a year. In July 1962 ‘The Radical Monthly’ had quietly become 
‘The Radical Review’ but continued to appear monthly and in November 1962 we 
changed the frequency for 1963 to every five weeks. Thus was the crippling deposit 
circumvented, though the government’s hostility frightened off our main agents, the 
nationwide Central News Agency, which ceased distribution in February 1963. Eighteen 
months later the government was to put us to a further test. 

That first year ended with a letter from Per Wastberg, later editor of Stockholm’s 
Dagens Nyheter, telling us that his anthology Afrika berattar (1961), in Swedish with 
translations into three other languages, had already published eight of our South African 
contributors. We were mistaken in our belief that Peter Clarke had first been printed in 
The New African. Wastberg could claim the pioneer Peter Abrahams (since moved to 
Jamaica), Alfred Hutchinson (to England after the Treason Trial) and Casey Motsisi of 
Drum.  It may seem curious that we were the first journal to bring black South African 
writers to a non-racial reading public in their own homeland while they were already in 
print in Europe but that was the nature of our homeland under ‘segregation’ and 
apartheid. 

Once we had opened the door, many came crowding in, white and black. There 
were more women. Of some ninety contributors in our remaining time in Cape Town, 
thirty became known as authors in many fields, and many more were recognized for their 
work on a lesser scale. Space forbids information about most of them, or the re-listing of 
a further forty who appeared in our first year. From the literary world: Mary Benson, 
Caroline de Crespigny, Mbella Sonne Dipoko, Mazisi (then Raymond) Kunene, James 
Matthews, Donatus Nwoga, Barry Reckord, Richard Rive, Robert K. Serumaga, Can 
Themba, A.E. Voss and Anne Welsh. Among the ‘generalists’ were Julian Beinart, 
Myrna Blumberg, John Clare, Rodney Davenport, C.J. Driver, Marion Friedmann, 
Reginald Herbold Green, Martin Legassick, Merle Babrow (Lipton), Shula Marks, Obed 
Musi, John Nagenda, Barry Streek (still at school), Pierre L. van den Berghe, A.P. 
Walshe and David Welsh. Clare Currey used her maiden name Wilson to capture the 
atmosphere in the Supreme Court in Pretoria as the Rivonia Trial moved into the last 
weeks before the verdict on 12 June 1964. 

Political and public figures were surprisingly few, especially when compared to 
the Congress Alliance-supporting journals Fighting Talk and Liberation; they included 
Lionel Forman, Mburumba Kerina, Philip Kgosana, Fanuel Kozonguizi, J.N. Pokela, 
Bishop Ambrose Reeves, Leslie Rubin, Solly Sachs and Patrick van Rensburg. Banning 
orders silenced many writers – fifty leading Liberal Party members were banned from 
1962, as were many more from the Congress Alliance.  
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Vigne was banned in March 1963 and Neville Rubin became sole legal editor of 
the The New African from SOAS in London, a fortnight away by return of airletter. There 
is an optimistic disclaimer on the 13 July 1963 issue ‘All political comment, unless 
otherwise stated, is by Neville Rubin, 47 Parliament Street, Cape Town.’ Strangely this 
fiction worked – or was it allowed by the Special Branch?   

A sign of the times was the increasing number of articles published by the editors 
and others under noms de guerre. Some can be identified – ‘Peter Warren’ was Robert 
Watson, the former British soldier who supplied technical expertise to the NCL/ARM, of 
which both Vigne and Rubin were members. Who were ‘J. Amie’, ‘J.B. Booth’ (of 
Fighting Talk), ‘John Player’? The poem ‘Ballad of the Headless Men’ (February 1964), 
received by post with no covering note, stirred many. Even from our files, taken by secret 
agents in the raid in November 1964, the Security Police could not identify the poet 
although he had been held under ‘90 day detention’. When the BOSS files were opened 
after 1994 it turned out that Piet Swanepoel of the Special Branch had been given the task 
of keeping an index on all contributors to the The New African. The opening of the files 
revealed also all Special Branch and BOSS papers which had been sent to Vorster as 
Minister of Justice. 

Can Themba, a South African recruited outside Verwoerd’s new republic, seemed 
an asset indeed. He had been one of Drum’s brightest stars but had gone back to school-
teaching in Swaziland, where Rubin was later to meet him. In the September 1963 issue 
there was an article by him full of dancing ideas reflecting on ‘...how many 
Shakespearean situations find echo in African life.’ His story ‘The Fugitives’ was a 
showpiece in the March 1964 issue. Consisting solely of dialogue in a Johannesburg 
shebeen, it delighted many and is still in print in Can Themba’s posthumous collection 
Requiem for Sophiatown (Penguin 2006). It delighted our enemy, the State, too: ‘The 
Fugitives’ was used against us, under the Publications and Entertainments Act (1953), as 
grounds for bringing us to court in November 1964 on a charge of obscenity, as related 
below. 
  
Under attack 
 
1964 was the year of doom for our Cape Town imprint with increasing harassment by the 
Security Police. It started one January morning with a two-hour raid on the unmanned 
office in Parliament Chambers.  In the issue of 28 March 1964 on the page facing Can 
Themba’s story the editorial records ‘On 9 March 1964 policemen from the Cape Town 
security police headquarters, Caledon Square raided the offices of The New African. 
…The entire contents…was removed…. from a locked filing cabinet, carried by four 
(black) constables, to a handful of rubber stamps carried by one (white) constable.’ A 
note was fastened to the door in police-state jest:  ‘The New African - moved to Room 
169 Caledon Square, Cape Town’. 

In April our files were returned but not the Addressograph plates or card index of 
subscribers. On 24 April 1964 Security Police seized 2000 copies of the 28 March 1964 
issue, each with a sales letter, about to go out on promotion. Vigne later reported to the 
new company set up in England, Gransight Holdings Ltd:  ‘A dozen lawyers’ letters later 
we were allowed to go to Caledon Square to pick up our stuff. A fortnight later, while we 
were still congratulating ourselves on winning a round, they struck again. This time they 
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visited the home of a director, our office and the post office. They took away every copy 
of the issue just published – those waiting to be dispatched, and those that had already 
reached the post office. The business manager [Joan Block] was banned and forbidden to 
set foot in the office.’  

Len Lee-Warden, the owner of Pioneer Press in Salt River, had printed The New 
African from the start. He was banned but given an exemption to be able to go to his print 
works to earn his livelihood. One Saturday morning a Special Branch man slid into his 
office and quietly said that if he continued to print The New African his exemption would 
be removed. So what other printer would dare typeset and print the journal? Vigne 
contacted Alan Baldwin, a Liberal Party member who worked for Reliance Press, whose 
imprint is on the May and June 1964 issues. Alan Baldwin said in an email of 6 
November 2012: ‘At the time I was only employed at Reliance (RPW); it was many years 
later that I bought shares and subsequently owned the company outright. In '64 we didn't 
have typesetting facilities for magazines or newspapers. However I remember well our 
small contribution to the well-being of New African. The issues were merely 
"overprinted" by us (with a loyal and sympathetic co-employee). We … substituted our 
own imprint. This was all done on a Sunday morning on an ancient flatbed machine 
which was "hand fed" and very, very slow! Each of us having turns while the other 
watched out the window! …We would have had to clear the premises of all signs 
immediately on completion. I think the idea was to confuse the SB as to where the paper 
was being printed.’ 

The very last issue to be printed in South Africa was dated 11 July 1964.  The 
imprint on page 144 bears out Baldwin’s memory. There is the standard Insight 
Publications (Pty) Ltd line set in the serif type of the journal, which looked just like the 
two previous Reliance issues. Then there is in a sans serif type ‘Printed by Printex and 
Republic Press 3 Hopkins Street Salt River’. It seems probable that neither that printer 
nor the address existed. 

The escapes of Vigne, Currey and Rubin are told in full elsewhere. After 
widespread Special Branch raids on 4 July Vigne went into hiding. On Thursday 9 July 
1964 Currey, with the backing of his wife Clare, agreed to try and enable Vigne to escape 
from South Africa. Currey used his British passport to buy a ticket in his own name to 
sail in a Norwegian freighter Thorstream to Montreal in Canada. The Norwegian Consul 
gave the crucial tip that passengers and their visitors could walk up the gang plank 
without check of ticket or passport. Vigne freely walked onto the freighter as though to 
say goodbye to Currey but in fact to stay on board. Currey, to stop himself from going to 
Canada with Vigne, leapt over the side of the ship and saved himself with the fingers of 
one hand. He was driven out of the docks by the heroic Jean Ridge without being 
stopped. On Friday 10 July 1964 the British Consul told Currey that, to protect him as a 
British citizen, they would contact the Canadians to get Vigne ashore quietly, but advised 
Currey to leave South Africa as soon as possible to avoid arrest and interrogation. On 
Saturday 11 July 1964 Clare and James Currey flew from Johannesburg to Léopoldville 
and Rome. That was the publication date of the very last South African number of The 
New African. Three weeks later the Canadians allowed Vigne ashore in Montreal with no 
papers. The plan was improvised hour by hour in response to opportunities. It would 
never have worked if it had been planned.  
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The Rubins had been in England since January 1963 when Rubin became a 
Lecturer in Law at the School of Oriental and African Studies. SOAS had appealed to the 
Foreign Secretary to use his discretion to issue Rubin with a British passport because his 
South African passport prevented him entering many African countries to pursue his legal 
research. The British passport enabled him to visit several countries on his way south and 
in mid-1964 he spent some weeks in Swaziland.  In late July he set out to cross back from 
Swaziland to Mozambique but was arrested by the notorious PIDE Portuguese special 
branch at the border. They might well have been tipped off by the South African Special 
Branch after they had missed catching Vigne and Currey.  He was released seven days 
later after an international outcry led by SOAS in London. He knew that the year before a 
British passport had not saved Dennis Brutus, SANROC campaigner, poet and 
contributor to The New African. Brutus had been arrested at the very same border 
crossing in October 1963 and had been handed over secretly by the PIDE to the South 
African Special Branch. He realised nobody would know he was back in South Africa so 
he tried to escape in the centre of lunchtime Johannesburg but was gunned down; 
however newspaper coverage would mean that the Special Branch could no longer 
dispose of him secretly, though they had him tried and sentenced to eighteen months on 
Robben Island. 

Our Cape Town troubles were not over. The obscenity charge under the 
Publications and Entertainments Act (1953) against Insight Publications for publishing 
Can Themba’s story ‘The Fugitives’ brought the company to court in November 1964. 
The trial itself was a source of much amusement among the chattering class at the Cape. 
The Afrikaner writer and poet Uys Krige gave evidence on our behalf but was not at his 
campaigning best. The Moderator of the Presbyterian Church spoke very feebly against 
us and was outdone by ‘a member of the Apostolic Faith Mission’ who, it came out at the 
successful appeal, ‘had read only a portion and that a few minutes before giving 
evidence’. . Indeed they were outperformed by the magistrate himself, who said: ‘An 
article was undesirable if it proved to be blasphemous or offensive to the feelings of any 
section of the population. … South Africa was a religious country and subservience to the 
Almighty was the corner stone of our constitution.’  Advocate Robin Marais’s plea in 
defence that he had found seventy four-letter words in James Jones’s From Here to 
Eternity and many in André Brink’s Lobola vir die Lewe, ‘and yet they were tolerated’ 
had no effect. Can Themba’s four-letter words were ‘shit’ and ‘arse’ and the blasphemous 
ones ‘Christ’ and ‘Jeeweesus’; none of them were surprising in a story made up solely of 
shebeen dialogue. 

Insight Publications was fined the equivalent of £150 with costs – a total of £550. 
The doughty Liberal Joan Block, banned former business manager and by then sole 
director of Insight remaining in South Africa, was also fined £150 or three months 
imprisonment; the fine was immediately paid by personal supporters. 

The CCF’s news-sheet South Africa Information and Analysis, edited by Lewis 
Nkosi (to be followed by Neville Rubin), appealed on our behalf to raise money for our 
costs and fine of £550. The CCF appeal ended by reporting that ‘In November 1964 [the 
month of the trial] the office was broken into by Ku Klux Klan type thugs, who once 
again removed files, back issues, address plates, lists of agents and all records.  Needless 
to say these have not been recovered, nor the attackers caught.’ This was an example of 
the use of illegal strong-arm methods against apartheid’s opponents.  
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Although the obscenity case was technically legal, it was a blatant misuse of the 
law as was proved in March 1965 when Judge van Heerden in the Cape Supreme Court 
set aside the magistrate’s fines against Insight Ltd and Joan Block. The remainder of the 
£500 costs had still to be paid off – and it was. The judge’s view was that the words used 
were nothing more than coarse and crude expletives and would not ‘corrupt or deprave 
the minds of intellectuals.’ By then the 2000 copies with Can Themba’s story and 
Ibrahim El-Salahi’s exquisite calligraphic drawings had been destroyed.  
 
 
The New African goes international 
 
Vigne wrote later in England: ‘We had to decide once and for all whether it was worth 
exposing our people to banning and imprisonment simply for the sake of a Cape Town 
imprint. … So we moved, and here we are.’ The New African reappeared again from 
London in March 1965 and by the end of that year we had published all ten issues of 
Volume 4. 

It took the Vignes and the Curreys a while to settle in England after their 
translocation from South Africa in July 1964.  Early in 1965 Rubin was able to set up an 
office for the magazine at 12a Goodwin’s Court, off St Martin’s Lane, after he and Vigne 
had talks with their agreeable CCF funders in Paris and London. Another South African 
Liberal exile John Lang, a great ‘fixer’, who was working with Canon John Collins’s 
Christian Action, brought onto the board British Liberals such as Jeremy Thorpe M.P., 
the Revd. Timothy (later Lord) Beaumont and, the most helpful of them all, Derek 
Ingram, deputy editor of the Daily Mail which was then enjoying a golden age.  Marion 
Friedmann, a Johannesburg Liberal exiled in London, completed the board. Gransight 
Holdings Ltd. was organized by Lang as a holding company for both The New African 
and Contact. The latter was winding down fast without Duncan’s drive – and money.  

A new printer was found, coincidentally called Goodwin Press. The atmosphere, 
with the smells of hot metal and paper, had a touch of the Pioneer Press in Cape Town. It 
printed numerous left-wing publications and above the works there was the office of 
Bertrand Russell’s Committee of 100 which campaigned against nuclear disarmament 
and suffered from the attention of the British Special Branch. The printers were 
conveniently close to Finsbury Park station where James Currey could leap onto a train 
on a Friday with the latest galley proofs and, after a New African weekend, jump off a 
Monday train with the monthly paste-up. 

The Goodwin’s Court office, with Marieke Clarke as secretary, was in the heart of 
publishing country and became a haunt of South African exiles and visitors. Among those 
who come to mind are: Breyten Breytenbach, poet, novelist and painter; Oliver Caldecott, 
brilliant cartoonist in the 1963 issues; Youssef Omar, the first NCL member to complete 
a jail sentence; Jean van Riet, Orange Free State farmer and Liberal; and a friendly 
‘spook’ from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office not unconnected with le Carré. 

In Volume 4 for 1965 the changing range of contributors became apparent. A 
South African-Mbari Club mix gave way to South African exiles and African post-
Makerere writers: Ulli Beier, Julian Beinart, Mbella Sonne Dipoko, C.J. Driver, Lionel 
Forman, Bessie Head, Jill Jessop, Donatus Nwoga (on Achebe’s Arrow of God), Robert 
K. Serumaga and David Welsh were followed by exiles such as Barney Desai, Jack 
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Halpern (‘James Fairbairn’), Alfred Hutchinson, Mazisi Kunene, Martin Legassick, Shula 
Marks and Patrick van Rensburg. And outstanding among the ‘new Africans’ were Ama 
Ata Aidoo and Ayi Kwei Armah.  

Other names to the fore in those early London days were Dennis Brutus (post 
Robben Island), Frene Ginwala (from Dar es Salaam) and Arthur Maimane. Lewis Nkosi 
became Literary Editor from October 1965; the radio script of his conversation with Dan 
Jacobson on the meaning of Commonwealth writing was memorable (the script was 
provided by Dennis Duerden’s Transcription Service, another valuable product of CCF 
funding.) 

From 1965 to 1969  many examples were published by writers who were part of 
the remarkable take-off of African literature;  (from Benin) Olympe Bhêly-Quénum; 
(Cameroon) Mbella Sonne Dipoko, Ferdinand Oyono; (Congo) Tchicaya U’Tamsi; 
(Ethiopia) Bereket H. Selassie; (Ghana) Ama Ata Aidoo, Ayi Kwei Armah, John Okai, 
Effa Okupa; (Guinea) Camara Laye; (Ivory Coast) Bernard Dadié, Aké Loba; (Mali) F.D. 
Sissoko; (Nigeria) S.A. Aluko, Cyprian Ekwensi, (Uganda) John Nagenda.  Many of the 
Francophone writers were introduced to us in translation by Willfried Feuser, who was 
Nigerian by adoption.  

Among South Africans were D.M. Zwelonke (a pen name, author of the novel 
Robben Island), Sam Nolutshungu, Nadine Gordimer and Francis Wilson; other South 
Africans in exile in Britain included Merle Babrow (Lipton), Arthur Blaxall, Caroline de 
Crespigny, Timothy Holmes and Kenneth Mackenzie. Some strangers from English 
literary, academic and public life were welcome in those London years: Fenner 
Brockway, John Grigg, Thomas Hodgkin, Naomi Mitchison, George Shepperson, Paul 
Theroux among them. 

The Commonwealth Arts Festival in September 1965 was covered in a special 
well-illustrated supplement. The dramatic front cover featured in large type the names of 
South Africans Nadine Gordimer, Lewis Nkosi, Dan Jacobson and Zeke Mphahlele 
despite their country having withdrawn from the Commonwealth in 1961. The 
Commonwealth had become a valued context for African writers sharing some cultural 
inheritance from empire and excluded, except as exotica, from the domestic literary scene 
in Britain.  

Most heartening were messages published in this issue in response to 
complimentary copies. One day a simple hand-written postcard reached Goodwin’s 
Court. It read ‘From the Prime Minister of India: Wish you all success in your campaign 
against racial inequality – Lal Bahadur Shastri’. 

Another came from the Minister of External Affairs, Kenya, Joseph Murumbi : 
‘Conditions in South Africa are deteriorating from day to day and it is for this reason that 
The New African has had to be published in London. The contents and lay-out of this 
journal are magnificent.  Please carry on your good work to acquaint the peoples of the 
world of the dreadful conditions in South Africa. My congratulations to you all for this 
splendid effort.’ Joe Murumbi, later Kenyatta’s Vice-President, had in earlier years 
worked for Fenner Brockway’s pioneering Movement for Colonial Freedom; his London 
home had been the MCF office. 

This was a time in South Africa that Alan Paton said had ‘the silence of the grave’ 
and much of political coverage in these pre-Biko and Black Consciousness years dealt 
with the recent past and the repression of the present. Matthew Nkoana, a PAC activist 
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now supported in London by Canon Collins’s Defence and Aid Fund, was almost a 
‘regular’ with his detailed accounts of the differences between and within the liberation 
movements. The execution of John Harris, whose Johannesburg station bomb caused 
death and injuries, was dealt with sensitively, while recognizing the division it had 
widened among white South Africans, and noting a new respect for liberals among 
blacks. Professor Reginald Herbold Green, as Economic Adviser to the Treasury in 
Tanzania and later while at the IDS in Sussex University, was a learned and frequent 
analyst of the East African scene. The independence struggle in Namibia was covered by 
SWAPO men Andreas Shipanga (later to split from SWAPO) and Sam Nujoma, its 
President, while Fanuel Kozonguizi and Tunguru Huaraka probed strategies at the United 
Nations. Terence Ranger and Nathan Shamuyarira wrote of Zimbabwe, though the latter 
was later to side with Mugabe in his rapacious despoiling of their country.  

The subtext to the inflow of material was a succession of problems. In March 
1965 the Cape Supreme Court had reversed the verdict of obscenity against Insight for 
publication of the Can Themba story. Only three months later in June 1965 ‘the The New 
African, all editions’ was banned under the South African ‘Customs Act, 1964’, as 
‘indecent, obscene or objectionable goods’. This coincided with police raids on the Rand 
Daily Mail, the Port Elizabeth Evening Post and, after its Broederbond exposures, the 
Johannesburg Sunday Times. The Security Police had in 1964 in South Africa, harassed 
and victimized our editors and staff, writers and partners while preserving the fiction that 
there was a free press. That pretence was now abandoned. We wrote that The New 
African by the move to London ‘had resolved to go on… It will continue to do so in a 
manner not to be vouchsafed here’. This was the ingenious production of a special South 
African edition with a succession of pseudonymous/device/trick/fake/disguised 
mastheads to evade seizure in the post en route to subscribers, libraries and a few 
remaining agents (some of whom had suffered arrest.)  The journal was distributed free in 
South Africa after subscriptions ran out.   It took almost a year until February 1966 for 
Inkululeko to be banned after 9 issues (July 1965 – March 1966). Frontier survived for 6 
issues (April – December 1966). Then as the South African authorities at last tumbled to 
our ruse we had to invent new names each time as each new name would be banned: 
Insight (March 1967), Watchword (October 1967), Sentinel (March 1968), Vanguard 
(June 1968) and Onward (No 52 in 1969) . It was an expensive and troublesome process. 

A letter has survived  from Bishop Luzuko Denga of Moroka township, 
Johannesburg. In July 1966 he expressed his grateful thanks for Frontier which gave him 
‘knowledge of development of other countries’ in Africa. He was ‘very glad for your 
supporting our great struggle for the liberation of African people who are under slavery’. 
Another, in December, from a Liberal Party activist asked us not to send her another 
Frontier, she ‘having already had to face charges for being in possession of a banned 
book'. 

Frontier was banned that month but we sent it to others in South Africa, with the 
note reproduced below. 

Our expenses, printer’s bills, administrative costs and the Goodwin’s Court rental 
became too much for us. In May 1966 we moved to 60 Paddington Street, off 
Marylebone High Street, and made a further saving by sharing the office with the 
embryonic Gemini News Service, Derek Ingram’s Commonwealth-centred press agency.. 
There were ten regular issues of Volume 5 in 1966 with a total of 228 pages.  
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Our relationship with the Farfield Foundation was always based on the 
understanding that it would end with our breaking even.  We had not done so, and in any 
case by the end of 1966 our funding through Farfield stopped. We told readers in 
December 1966: ‘We have been blessed since 1962 with financial support, mainly from 
the Congress for Cultural Freedom, which has on no occasion tried to influence our 
policy. For reasons that are, we accept, not connected with policy, this aid has now 
dwindled and ceased. Well-wishers have made survival possible thus far. But viability is 
not within our grasp. Small circulation means no advertising.’ 

We had been told that the CCF in Paris, funded by unnamed charitable 
foundations in the United States, was highly respectable particularly as backers of its 
English flagship journal Encounter. The CCF itself did not dwindle immediately after the 
first disclosures in the New York Times that the CIA was the source of much of its 
funding of Encounter. By April 1967, after revelations in the magazine Ramparts, the 
CCF came to an end, with the Ford Foundation paying its remaining dues. 

There is no doubt that Zeke Mphahlele made inspired use of the CCF funding in 
the support of writers and artists. This support was a vital factor in the rapid growth of 
African literature in English. He transplanted the concept of the Mbari Clubs in Nigeria 
to the Chemchemi Centre in Nairobi. Dennis Duerden’s Transcription Centre taught the 
Africa Service of the BBC, which was funded by the Foreign Office, that it needed to 
take an interest in African writers and artists. In 1962 the CCF had, as we have noted, 
funded the renowned conference of writers of English expression at Makerere. In the 
same year Mphahlele got CCF to fund a meeting of university teachers of English at 
Fourah Bay College to encourage the use of African writing in teaching in universities 
and in exam board prescriptions. This meeting made it attractive for the big British 
textbook publishers to publish new writers from Africa. They could make money from 
publishing books without subsidy.  

The CCF funded a parallel meeting in Dakar of university teachers of French. At 
this date there were already more writers of distinction in French than in English. 
However Francophone academics decided that work in French by Africans was not 
worthy of use in university departments of French or by exam boards; they confined this 
literature to departments of anthropology and African studies. So sales of the 
Francophone writers only took off when they appeared in English translations. Black 
Orpheus in Ibadan and Transition in Kampala were the first journals to receive support. 
After the Makerere meeting backing was negotiated for Classic in Johannesburg and The 
New African in Cape Town. Ngugi in his ‘Reflections on Writers and Empire’ In the 
Name of the Mother (2013) records how acceptance in 1962 of his work for The New 
African in far away Cape Town was a great encouragement for a Kenyan student who 
was trying to establish himself. Small magazines are essential for the encouragement of 
writers, as John Povey pointed out in a January 1966 article entitled ‘The little magazines 
soldier on’.  

The New African fed directly into the rapid expansion of Heinemann’s African 
Writers Series when James Currey became its editor in 1967. In Cape Town unknown 
young writers such as Bessie Head, Ngugi, Wole Soyinka had opened his eyes to the 
power of what was being written to the North in Africa. In London Vigne and Nkosi in 
The New African provided Currey with his first encounters with young writers who later 
appeared in the African Writers Series. Willfried Feuser’s single page of translation from 
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Ambiguous Adventure by Cheikh Hamidou Kane, for example, led to its inclusion in the 
African Writers Series; and in 2002 it was chosen as one of the hundred best African 
books.  
  Randolph Vigne was the sole editor from July 1966, with Lewis Nkosi literary 
editor. James Currey as designer gave the magazine its striking and distinctive visual 
impact through 53 issues. Neville Rubin kept in touch from his visiting professorship at 
UCLA in 1966 and Associate Professorship at Yaoundé in 1968. We continued to appear 
with five bumper 48-page ‘battledress’ issues set on a golfball typewriter starting in 
March and October 1967 and continuing into 1968. They were produced and managed 
from the Vignes’ Greenwich flat. Eileen McFadden, circulation, and Karin Steyn (now 
Professor de Jager, University of Cape Town), are gratefully remembered as volunteers. 
So too is Betty Sleath MBE, a retired War on Want pioneer, who ably organized the 
reprinting and binding of vols 1-3 (1962-64) to meet the demand from libraries in Britain 
and the US for the Cape Town issues . The accommodation address was that of the Revd 
Michael Scott’s Africa Bureau, 38 Great Smith Street, London SW1. 
  Vigne wished to be replaced by an editor who would run the magazine in Africa, 
and after a long search a successor was appointed. This was a well-connected young 
Sierra Leonean, Mukhtarr Mustapha, assisted by a gifted Ghanaian art student as 
designer, Marigold Akufo-Addo. Vigne, as ‘managing editor’, saw this final issue of The 
New African No 53 through the press in London. The transfer to Africa proved 
impossible however; almost all the brave new journals established in the sixties in Africa 
disappeared.   
    Harold Head, a supporter from the beginning, as was his long-estranged wife Bessie, 
stayed on a ‘Associate Publisher’, based in Canada, nd as late as November 1970 tried to 
publish a ‘library  edition’ of the complete run., as Wasafiri had done, but it was not to 
be. Only editors and publishers of anthologies of African writing kept the name alive 

As the editorial of No 52, the last of the old order, put it in 1969: ‘Seven years and 
52 issues after its beginning The New African’s aim, to provide a place for independent 
radical thinking and creative writing about Africa, is as relevant as it was at the outset. Its 
dominant themes, the advance of a united Africa and the liberation of its southern 
peoples, are more urgent than before, since this time has seen massive setbacks to both 
processes.’ 
 
Co-editors Randolph Vigne and Neville Rubin 
January 1962 – June 1966 
 
Editor Randolph Vigne 
July 1966 – June 1968 
 
Literary Editor Lewis Nkosi 
September 1965 – June 1968 
 
Designer James Currey 
January 1962 – June 1968 
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A note on the Mastheads: 
 
This was the ingenious production of a special South African edition with a succession of 
pseudonymous/device/trick/fake/disguised mastheads to evade seizure in the post en 
route to subscribers, libraries and a few remaining agents (some of whom had suffered 
arrest.)  The journal was distributed free in South Africa after subscriptions ran out.   It 
took almost a year until February 1966 for Inkululeko to be banned after 9 issues (July 
1965 – March 1966). Frontier survived for 6 issues (April – December 1966). Then as 
the South African authorities at last tumbled to our ruse we had to invent new names each 
time as each new name would be banned: Insight (March 1967), Watchword (October 
1967), Sentinel (March 1968), Vanguard (June 1968) and Onward (No 52 in 1959) . It 
was an expensive and troublesome process. 
 
See attached for copies of the mastheads. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
















